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Medical exams are considered highly competitive these days but if prepared with advance with right
direction under an expert or a good tutor one can crack this test easily. Just have a look on this
article.

Medical profession brings social value and lot of responsibility to oneâ€™s shoulder but getting a seat in
a top notch medical college is no longer a simple task. It takes few years of serious preparations
with discipline and dedication because competition is extremely high and numbers of seats are
limited as compared to applicants. In order to apply for a medical entrance exam, one should
complete his or her xiii standard of education in a science stream with Chemistry, Botany and
Zoology with minimum 60% aggregate marks. In India, All India Institute of Medical Science (AIIMS)
is the premier and Government recognized medical college and the most sought after among all
medical professionals aspirants across the world.  The following medical courses are available in
the above medical college through a medical entrance exam which held every year in all over the
country.

â€¢	MBBS ( Bachelor of Medical Studies)

â€¢	PG in Medicine

â€¢	PhD in Medicine

dumet entrance test :

All India Institute of Medical Science (AIIMS) is a center of excellence and an institution of national
importance by an Act of Parliament with a purpose to provide quality teaching at both under
graduate and post graduate level. Itâ€™s the number one in everybodyâ€™s wish list when they start to
prepare for any medical exam because of its reputation and facilities to students.  Here, we are
giving some to do lists and a complete details how to prepare for the countryâ€™s toughest medical test.

AGE- He or she should attain at the age of 17 before taking admission or on the day of admission.

Education- He or she should have passed 12 the standard under the 10+2 scheme under an Indian
board with English, Physics, Chemistry and Biology.

An applicant should have 60% aggregate marks for General and OBC category and 50% for SC and
ST category in twelfth standard.

AIIMS ENTRANCE EXAM PATTERN:

â€¢	Duration- Three and half hours

â€¢	No. of Questions- 200

â€¢	Question Type â€“ Objective

â€¢	Physics- 60 questions

â€¢	Chemistry- 60 questions
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â€¢	Biology (Botany and Zoology)-  60 questions

â€¢	General Knowledge- 20 questions

Each correct answer will have one mark and one third marks will be deducted for every incorrect
answer. Question paper will be provided either in English or Hindi as per the choice of applicant at
the time of application.

Uttar Pradesh Common Pre Medical Entrance Test (UPCPMT):

UPCPMT is an entrance exam conducted by CSM Medical University, Lucknow and under the
behalf of Uttar Pradesh Government in order to take admission in various bachelor medical courses
and dental courses including MBBS, BDS, BAMS, BHMS and BUMS in various medical colleges
across Uttar Pradesh.

Eligibility for UPCPMT:

An Indian citizen and a domicile of Uttar Pradesh.

At least 50% aggregate marks in twelfth standard for General and OBC and 405 for SC and ST
category.

In UPCPMT, seats are reserved as per the UP Government rules and regulations (27% for OBS,
21% for SC, 2% for ST, 20% for Women candidates, 3% for physically handicapped).

aipmt entrance exam :

ALL INDIA PRE MEDICAL TESTS (AIPMT):

All India Pre Medical Test (AIPMT) is one of the most premier medical entrance exam conducted by
the Central Board of Secondary Education, Delhi for the 15% merit positions of medical and dental
colleges in India as per the Government of India, Ministry of Health and Family Welfare.

AIPMT held in two phase- one at preliminary and final exam in the first week of April in every year.

AIPMT Preliminary Test:

â€¢	Its duration is for 3 hours

â€¢	It has 200 objective questions with four options for every single question.

AIPMT Final Exam:

â€¢	Itâ€™s duration is for 3 hours

â€¢	It has 120 objective types of questions from Physics, Chemistry, Botany and Zoology.

An applicant can choose the language of questions either in Hindi or English at the time of applying
for this test. Those are the above most competitive medical entrance exams in our country for taking
an admission into any of the above mentioned courses.
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Rahul - About Author:
Time to plan your career with a medical entrance exams where you will get details about a aiims
entrance exam along with other exams like a upcpmt entrance exam with dates, notifications,
results, last pattern and many more.
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